WCD = BETTER SCHOOLS

The Watershed Conservation District finally reins in excessive growth:

✓ relieves school crowding  ✓ lessens redistricting
✓ enables upgrading schools instead of building new

Speak up: hearing on the WCD, May 24, 4 PM and 6:30 PM
Charles County Govt Bldg, La Plata – come ½ hr early to sign-in

Unbridled growth forces Charles County to use more trailers per student than any other Maryland county. Crowding hampers teaching and fosters discipline problems.

Constant new school construction means frequent & disruptive redistricting.

Inequity is increasing as funds build new schools instead of modernizing existing ones. A 2014 study found needed renovations will cost almost $600 million, the cost of 8 new high schools.

The CEO of a real-estate lobby complained that the WCD would prevent building 17,000 new housing units, without bonus densities. That means 7 new elementary schools, and more than two middle schools and two high schools.

Imagine how much better students will prosper when priority is given to schools instead of developers and land speculators.

Protect the rights of parents, children, and taxpayers.

Stop the trailers --- Support the WCD!

SaveCharlesCounty.com
MattawomanWatershed.org